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Image Credits


3. Marco Ricci, *Rehearsal of an opera*. Yale Centre for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection

4. Exterior and interior photos of Handel’s house taken by Andy Lepki, with gracious permission of Handel House Museum, London


13. Photos of the present-day Ducal Palace in Venice, the Piazza San Marco, the Church of S. Giacomo di Rialto, the Grand Canal looking northwest from near the Rialto, the Piazzetta and Bacino di San Marco, Venice at night, the interior of the Smith Palazzo and scenes along the Grand Canal, taken by Elizabeth Ganiatsos. All photos of the interior of the Smith palazzo taken with gracious permission of the Claudio Buziol Foundation.

14. Photos of the Smith palazzo facade by day and by night, the *piano nobile* reception room with chair, Grand Canal facades, and the square in front of S. Giacomo di Rialto, taken by Raha Javanfar


21. Photos of flax fields and linen production, courtesy of the Saskatchewan Flax Development Commission, Alvin Ulrich and Biolin Research
26. All photos of the present-day Het Gulden ACB taken by Dennis Verbruggen, with kind permission of Dirk Wijtman, Het Gulden ABC
27. Photo of French 17th-century mirrored wall, used with kind permission of David New
33. Photos for cloud montage taken by David Fallis and Glenn Davidson
34. Exterior and interior photos of the Heinrich Bose house taken by Gert Mothes, with gracious permission of the Bach Museum, Leipzig
41. Photo of lapis lazuli taken by Raha Javanfar
42. Opening and closing video footage of Ava the dog taken by Steven McKay

*This document is for reference only and is not to be used for house programmes: tour presenters will be sent programme material specific to their performances.*